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ABSTRACT
An Excel link to Lisp functionality can provide a window
by which a user familiar with a spreadsheet can access a
rich symbolic computing environment. Given the attempt
by Microsoft to integrate all its applications via OLE, the
same kind of technique can add powerful computation capabilities to other commonly used applications such as word
processing and database programs.

1.

INTRODUCTION

OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) is Microsoft’s technology which allows different applications running within
Windows to communicate with one another. An OLE server
is an object that represents the functionality of an application, and an OLE client accesses that functionality via an
interface. Our goal is to allow a user whose primary interaction is with Excel, Word, or any other Office application the
power and functionality of Lisp, or, more specifically, any
of the symbolic and numerical computation package implemented in Lisp, including Macsyma/Maxima, Tilu, Axiom,
Reduce. Using Lisp as an interactive interface to other kinds
of problem solvers is a further possibility through its foreign
function, although a Microsoft “expert” would presumably
try this through a visual basic interface. A satisfactory symbolic mathematics visual basic link is perhaps less plausible.
Recent versions of Maple provide links to Excel. As an extracost option, Mathematica too provides a link. These are
of course proprietary and could be used only as guides for
what could be done simply between Excel and the Maple
and Mathematica environments; we derived our own code
based on the Lisp/OLE documentation in Allegro CL.

2.

WHY EXCEL-LISP? WHY NOT WORDLISP?

Our work has been based on an Excel interface, since this
seems to have the most immediate appeal of the standard
office suite programs to symbolic computation. Various en-
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gineering and design add-ins for Excel are marketed, utilizing linkages to external applications encompassing chemical
processing, tool-making, oil and gas exploration, etc. Different processing requirements use links from Excel to data
acquisition programs, visualization tools, statistics, financial
modeling packages, and other scientific (or business) tasks.
A search in December, 2002 provided Some 68,000 Google
hits for “Excel add-in” 1 . Providing a Lisp OLE link is potentially quite general. The symbolic computation of Lisp
could be of the mathematical kind (essentially the capability of Macsyma), or could take advantage of other programs
written in Lisp, and available in various repositories. Prominent among them are systems for natural language processing, machine learning, knowledge representation, etc.
From the symbolic math perspective, a link to Word, as a
next step, is quite plausible if you take the view (as often
seems appealing to us) that the presentation of mathematics, whether for education or conveying research results, can
have either of two dominant modes. The most typical situation is that communication of text is primary and optionally
a sequence of symbolic computations is carried along as part
of a document. This is, for example, the view in the Scientific Workplace [3] products. By contrast, the dominant
view in most computer algebra systems is that the computation sequence is primary. It is portrayed in some kind of
notebook form with secondary interspersed text, graphics,
and other media for documentation. The OLE framework,
although not inherently symmetrical, can be used to communicate in either direction.

2.1

The Current Implementation

Setting up a Lisp OLE server in the background of an Excel
Worksheet can take one or two simple steps, or can be done
automatically by an appropriate default setting.
As the simplest demonstration of the potential for linkage,
and without forcing our efforts into symbolic math alone,
we support two Excel functions that allow access to essentially all Lisp functionality. Given this foundation, a generalization of this to allow (for example) a call to equivalent
Macsyma functions is straightforward.
1
There are numerous applications of Excel in many of these
areas entirely programmed within the confines of Excel, not
requiring OLE or other linkages. Applications in business,
accounting, simple graphics are often fairly well contained
without needing OLE links.

• lispEval(expr) takes one argument expr, a Lisp expression, and evaluates it in the server’s Lisp environment.

The trick is to refer to items that are in the spreadsheet
already as arguments to Lisp functions. The arguments can
contain integers or other values or symbols, but there must
also be access to values from cells within the spreadsheet
and even one or two-dimensional Ranges of cells. lispApply
passes the function and a list of all the arguments to the Lisp
server. Multi-dimensional Range objects are passed as lists
of lists, with the Range object’s rows being the nested lists.

example in our spreadsheet, and then we changed the value
of a1. The spreadsheet should then recompute the value of
any expression depending on a1, as that is one basic functionality of the Excel spreadsheet. But the a1 is inside a
string, which Excel will not notice. This complicates our
lives, but is not the worst of it. Suppose we added a row at
the top of the spreadsheet which, in the ordinary semantics
of spreadsheets, would change the Lisp expression to add the
values of a2 and b3. Should Excel modify the contents of
the string argument in our Lisp expression? Not only is this
difficult, it also has no precedent within Excel functionality.
In our experience with Microsoft software, you can, by reading some of the huge documents, extend its functionality in
ways that have been anticipated in the system design. All
attempts of creativity must be filtered through this reality.
Unless we wished to rewrite Excel, this option is not open
to us.

2.2

2.4

• lispApply(fun,arg1, ... ,argn) takes one or more
arguments, the first of which is the name of a Lisp
function. The following arguments are the values to
which that function will be applied.

Examples

The data that we can use for Lisp is a superset of the data
that is built-in and inherent in Excel’s world view, and so
we encode the “extra” parts as strings. That is, when we
pass an expression to Lisp, we must bypass Excel’s view and
quote it, as shown in the following simple examples.
If we insert into a spreadsheet cell the following formula:
=lispEval("(+ 1 2)"), or, equivalently, =lispApply("+",
1, 2), then that cell will evaluate to 3. Thus 3, an ordinary
Excel integer will be displayed in the cell.
Lisp has a formatted output function called format. The expression (format nil "~s" "abc") simply prints the string
abc on the default output stream in ”s” format. If we use
this formula:
=lispEval("(format nil ""~s"" ""abc"" )")2 we will get
the string abc in the corresponding cell.
You have full access to Lisp, so you can define functions
within a call to lispEval as in: =lispEval("(defun foo
(&rest r) r)"). This defines a Lisp function foo that returns a list of its arguments. You can then immediately follow this by =lispApply ("foo", 1, 23.43, "x", a4, a1:c7),
where a4 refers to the corresponding cell in the spreadsheet,
a1:c7 is a Range object, and x is presumably a bound variable with a value in the Lisp system. Finally, lispApply
can also accept so-called anonymous functions: lambda expressions as in =lispApply("(lambda(x y z) (foo x (bar
y z)))", "x", a4, c7).

2.3

Other Interface Possibilities

From a Lisp perspective we would like to get rid of some of
the Excel syntax, while still having access to Excel data. For
example, we considered having something like =lisp(+ a1
b2), but unfortunately the Excel parser will object to this
before ever calling Lisp. Could we then do =lisp("(+ a1
b2)"), or perhaps =lisp("(foo b3:d7)")? In these cases
a1 and b2 refer to the values of the corresponding cells in
the spreadsheet, and b3:d7 refers to a range in the worksheet. This syntax is legal Excel and has the advantages of
being clear and simple. It does, however, present a dramatically inconvenient complexity. Suppose we had the former
2

The "" is an escaped " character in Excel.

Maple

The design above was not the first that came up. We considered implementing something similar to other Add-Ins.
In particular, by analogy with Maple’s Add-In for Excel [2],
we could design our system so that a call to the Lisp server
would look like =lisp("(+ &1 &2)", a1, b2). In this example the &1 is replaced in context by the second argument:
the value in the spreadsheet cell a1, the &2 is replaced by the
third argument, and so on. This pattern-matching approach
allows us to use a1 and b2 to refer to the values in the corresponding cells in the spreadsheet. Since these names are not
hidden inside a string Excel’s normal functionality provides
the implementation to re-evaluate. When a1 or b2 is modified, the expression gets recalculated. Furthermore, if a row
is added at the top of the spreadsheet, the expression automatically gets changed to =lisp("(+ &1 &2)", a2, b3).
Excel will determine which cells get recomputed, providing
consistency within the spreadsheet’s functionality. Maple
also provides a linkage for Ranges.
A disadvantage of this syntax is that it is ugly, more complicated, and not Lisp-like. It is not Maple-like either. Our
implementation of lispApply is a somewhat more “Lisp-ish”
spin on this syntax.

2.5

Macsyma

What would a simple extension of this work look like for
providing access to a Macsyma system running in the Lisp
server? It could look like =macsymaApply( "integrate",a1,
b2), or perhaps =macsymaApply( "lambda([x,y], 3*x + sin(y))",
a1, b2). Another possible approach is to set a cell, say C3,
to the (string) lambda([x,y],3*x+sin(y)) and call from another cell, say D3, the formula =macsymaApply( c3,a1,b2).
Naturally a version of =macsymaEval( expr) could also be
set up.

3. FUTURE WORK
3.1 Additional Features
Since the design of any environment for increasing productivity must place an emphasis on ease of use, we considered
some additional features for future implementation. For example, instead of having to hit control-i and control-t to
initiate and terminate the server, we could install buttons
on the toolbar corresponding to these. In fact, it may be

even more convenient to only have one button, which then
chooses the appropriate action (this presents a limitation,
however, in that only one Lisp OLE server could be running
within each Excel Workbook). You might also wish to define
functions without getting the return value in a spreadsheet
cell, so there could be a user form which would permit input
or output from a text box. Furthermore, it may be convenient to provide a user form or menu item to initialize or
customize the back-end Lisp service by loading files. Thus,
the user’s interface with the Lisp server could be customized
to an application.

3.2

Error Checking with Exceptions

An obvious void in the current implementation is the lack
of error checking.
By default, if you attempt to evaluate a faulty Lisp expression, the error will show up in the Lisp server’s console, and
the spreadsheet will freeze. In order to regain control, you
must close the Lisp console, and then start a new server.
This should not be necessary. Instead, the server should execute code within an error handler with a suitable versatile
design. A simple but not entirely convincing improvement
on our implementation is for the Lisp server to execute all
code inside (ignore-errors ...) which would return nil
from any erroneous (terminating) input or an unsyntactic
input. This fails only in the case of an infinite loop. A timeout termination of an infinite loop would also be a useful
safeguard, but would not provide a way for the Excel/OLE
server to halt a computation. This could be done with a
more elaborate interchange of data, requiring communication with the VBA function that is accessing the server.

3.3

Macsyma linkage

The sourceforge free version of Macsyma, “Maxima” can be
run in the same Lisp image we have linked to Excel. There
is a requirement that syntax appropriate to Macsyma be
mapped from spreadsheet ranges. Other details require that
we allow for passing strings to the Macsyma infix parser and
provide an alternative output either back to the spreadsheet
cells or via some other display mechanism such as a scrolling
pop-up window. At some point the use of the Excel idea –
but implemented in Lisp bubbles to the surface. In Maple
there is a Maple spreadsheet as well as the Excel link: the
impetus to write such a system that is symbolic at its core
is clear. Indeed we too have a spreadsheet entirely in Lisp,
in some sense computationally superior to Excel, but in almost all other respects (appearance, formatting, graphics,
documentation) quite inferior.

3.4

Application to Microsoft Word

Other Microsoft Office programs including Microsoft Word,
Powerpoint, etc. can utilize the Visual Basic macros that
link to a Lisp OLE server. As we have already noted, you
could choose to have a word processing application as your
main point of interaction, and still have the power and functionality of Lisp. Some uses may include the embedding of
Lisp expressions, miniature Lisp consoles, or applications
written in Lisp like our computer algebra system, all within
a Word document, or even a Powerpoint presentation. The
overall effect could be similar to that of Scientific Workplace
[3], a commercial product which merges a WYSIWYG word

processor which looks somewhat like TEX with partial access
to a computer algebra system (Maple V or MuPad).
In our combination, the user familiar with Word, Powerpoint, or other OLE-aware applications will have the comfort and advantage of building upon that previously known
applications to access the subtleties of a new application.
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5. APPENDIX
5.1 How to Run the Current Server
These instructions are adapted from the OLE sample code
provided by Franz [1], and need be executed only once on
any computer. In order to successfully utilize this Lisp OLE
server from within Excel or any other Office application, the
user must have a registered version of Allegro 6.1 or higher,
as well as administrator permissions (since it is necessary to
modify the Registry).
First, it is necessary to delete the subfolder delivery from
the directory containing deliver.cl. Next, in a Lisp with a
compiler, :cd into the directory containing deliver.cl and
server.cl. Now, execute the command :ld deliver.cl,
and then, if desired, :exit. In order to be able to use this
server from other applications, you create a reference to it
in the Registry. You run the executable delivery/Register
testeval. Finally, in the Excel spreadsheet, hit control-i
to initiate the server (note: this might be changed into a
toolbar button). Excel is now ready to accept Lisp commands in a particular form, which it will pass on to the
Lisp OLE server. Finally, in order to close the server, hit
control-t.
When the Lisp OLE server is running, it is possible to evaluate any Lisp command from within an Excel cell. In an active cell, type in the function =lispEval("any-lisp-expression").
any-lisp-expression will be evaluated, and the result returned and displayed in the active cell.

5.2

File and Method Descriptions

The file server.cl implements the Lisp server. The methods are:
• defclass test-evaluator:
this class is of type ole:automaton, and it defines the
interface to the server.
• The ole:def-automethod functions define the evaluation methods that can be called on the server. In
their current implementations, evaluation evaluates
the Lisp expression given in expr, while application
applies the function from fun to the list args.
The file deliver.cl creates the application, as well as shortcuts to executables that add and remove references to the
server in the Windows Registry.

In order to use the Lisp server from another application,
say Excel, it is necessary to start up a new server from
a Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) macro or function.
This is easily done with the statement Set lispServer =
CreateObject("Franz.testeval.1"). It is now a simple
matter to refer to the elements of this interface, with commands such as lispServer.expr and lispServer.evaluation.
When the VBA macros and functions are completed, it is
convenient to save the code as an Excel Add-In, so the
code can be shared. It might be desired to make the code
password-protected, which is an option accessed via Tools
on the tool bar. To save the code as an Add-In, first name
the file by choosing File->Properties, and then adding a
name to the code. Then, when saving the file, choose to save
it as an Excel Add-In, with extension .xla rather then the
usual extension of .xls.
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